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Learn Russian in Russia with ProBa Language School

Individual Intensive Course - Business Intensive

These courses contain  30 one-to-one lessons per week.   One-to-One 
Russian instruction is available at all levels of ability. Your course is 
customized in approach, content and duration to suit your needs and 
wishes. International executives need Russian as a tool, not as a 
subject of study.  Our Individual Intensive Courses do not just teach 
business Russian, they help professionals do business in Russian.
Individual courses are completely student-focused and focus on skills 
such as communication skills, meetings, presentations and 
negotiations and on work-related contexts. The course materials we 
use are relevant to the student or work sector.

Individual Intensive Courses are the most suitable variant for people who are eager to spend a lot of time 
studying the language and to have a good command of Russian.

Individual Mastership© Course

 These courses contain 36 one-to-one lessons per week. Individual Mastership Russian is a program of 
superintensive Individual tuition at a reasonable price. 

This is a good opportunity to get quickly to a high level of the Russian Language for associate degree or in 
professional area.  The course is  held by one or two teachers, who are focused on different aspects. We 
carefully select Individual Mastership teachers so that they have good experience in intensive everyday work. 
This helps them deal with the specific needs of students.

The Crash course is designed for participants wishing to get sufficient results in a very short period of time. 
The most suitable and useful variant of the Crash course is between 2 to 4 weeks. This course is specially 
developed for business people willing to acquire a sufficient knowledge of Russian in a fast and efficient way. 
Every participant receives a detailed programme beforehand so that he can choose those points he considers to 
be most important.
 

*  Intensive individual tuition with two or three teachers
*  Accommodation with a Russian family or at a hotel 
*  Lunches at fine restaurants (with the teacher)
*  Guided evening program
*  Guided excursion program
* Chauffeur-driven car at disposal
*  Free use of our office infrastructure.

Crash Course  (One-to-one Russian Business Course)

Superintensive - 42 lessons in 7 days
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Semester Course

We offer you the opportunity of having academic semester course at  our 
Centre. This course is designed for people willing to achieve a high level of 
Russian language and spend an extended period of time in St.Petersburg. 

The course includes serious study of different aspects of the Russian 
Language: Phonetics, Practical and Theoretical Grammar, Lexicology and 
Stylistics, and is accompanied by conversational, reading and writing 
practice.
*  12 weeks of studies,   20 lessons per week

Varaa täällä maailmanlaajuisesti edullisimpaan hintaan:
https://www.languagecourse.net/fi/koulu--
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